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Abstract— Obstacle detection and avoidance is an essen-
tial part in the field of autonomous vehicles. In this paper,
we propose a novel methodology for obstacle detection and
avoidance for the rapidly-developing category of autonomous
bicycles. This comprises the bicycle-specific design of our Light
Detection And Ranging(LiDAR)-based sensor system and our
obstacle detection technique, including the segmentation of the
surrounding environment 3D point cloud into discrete obstacle
clusters within the bicycle’s path and a method for detecting
areas containing liquids on the road surface. Moreover, our
obstacle avoidance technique is introduced, consisting of a
local path planning and a path following part, enabling our
bicycle to avoid the closest obstacle lying on the bicycle’s user-
defined route. The proposed method takes into account the
unique dynamic characteristics of bicycles, and the results of
the simulation and outdoor experiment confirm its efficacy and
promising behavior.

Index Terms— Autonomous bicycle, LiDAR, Obstacle detec-
tion, Obstacle avoidance

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade a lot of progress has been made in the

field of autonomous vehicles, especially their evolution from

the experimental level to everyday applications. In order for

those vehicles to be reliable, they need to be aware of their

environment, detect the surrounding obstacles inside it and

bypass them if they are blocking the safe passage, while

following the user-designed route. While most researchers

are attempting to bring forth a reliable and user-friendly

driverless car version, a great lot can be gained by the

research of the automation of other vehicle types as well.

Bicycles are characterized by several special attributes

that differentiate their environment perception requirements

compared to cars and other vehicles. Firstly, their long,

narrow and light structure prevents the addition of multiple,

heavy and overly-complicated sensor systems. Moreover,

given their size and design, bicycles are capable of altering

their direction relatively easily and due to their usually low

cruising speeds, they should be able to cruise closely to other

vehicles. Additionally, given that bicycles are inherently

unstable, their balance is greatly important. This makes

detecting potentially dangerous areas on the road surface

more crucial for a smooth cruise compared to four-wheeled

vehicles, increasing the detection problem difficulty. For that

reason, road areas with liquids and especially ones with water
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on the road surface, such as water puddles that are very

common on city streets, need to be recognized with accuracy

and circumvented, so that bicycles do not slip or skid while

crossing them.

Therefore, the automation of the entire process of obstacle

detection and avoidance, along with its navigation and path

planning is a virtually unexplored research area for au-

tonomous bicycles, especially since bicycles as smart means

of transportation have only recently come to the forefront of

the automation field. This paper is part of a research articles

series that examines autonomous bicycles, their control,

obstacle detection and avoidance and path planning systems.

Firstly, we introduce our prototype’s sensor system design,

our methodology for the detection of surrounding objects, in-

cluding the recognition of three-dimensional obstacles within

the bicycle’s safe passage, along with a novel technique for

detecting areas of liquid on the road surface. In addition, we

propose our new obstacle avoidance technique that contains

local path planning and path following. Finally, we provide

our experimental results that validate our autonomous bicycle

system’s reliable function.

II. RELATED WORK

Regarding the detection of obstacles within a moving

vehicle’s environment, several research efforts have been

made; however, only during the last two decades significant

progress has been achieved. This is mainly due to the recent

introduction of highly accurate laser sensors and depth cam-

eras and the creation of 3D representations of the surrounding

environment with the use of point clouds. Several early

attempts assembled 3D point clouds by rotating LRS and

applied simple 2D occupancy grids [1]. Later, more elaborate

classification methods were used on the point clouds, Support

Vector Machines (SVMs) [2], or point descriptor extraction

techniques [3]. Some teams focused on the isolation of the

road surface plane in order to examine which elements on

it should be considered as obstacles [4]. For the extraction

of the road surface, most efforts make use of the RANdom

SAmple Consensus (RANSAC), introduced by Fischler [5].

This algorithm has been used in numerous cases, such as

for wall detection and road lane tracking [6]. Recently, apart

from LRSs, the use of RGB-D cameras has also become

more popular, but mainly for indoor problems due to the

limitations of that technology that produces poor results

under bright sunlight. Despite previous work by our team

that mainly analyzed 2D obstacle detection and avoidance

[7], [8], further research into 3D and road surface obstacle

recognition for autonomous bicycles and akin vehicles is

needed, which will be examined in this paper.
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For obstacle avoidance in unknown environments, many

methods have been proposed. Among them, one of the most

common approaches is the artificial potential field [9]. This

method constructs a potential field where the goal point

provides attractive force and the obstacles provide repulsive

forces. The resultant forces drive the mobile robot to the

goal and avoid the obstacles at the same time. The method

has a simple theory and a high real-time performance, but

some problems also exist, such as local minimum ambiguity,

unreachable goal, and so on. Many improvements were

attempted to solve these problems [10], [11]. In addition,

model predictive control [12] is also an effective method,

which considers the kinematics or even dynamics of the

mobile robots and turns the problem into an optimization

problem. The results are good, but the calculation is more

complicated. Other approaches, such as sliding mode control

[13] and ”follow the gap” method [14], have also been

used, but none of them has been specifically designed for

autonomous bicycles, as has been accomplished in this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; the sensor

integration and the environment obstacle detection modeling

are described by Section III. The obstacle avoidance method

and its simulation results are shown in Section IV. Our

experimental setup and results are presented in Section

V. Finally, Section VI offers conclusions for our system’s

efficient behavior and a future work discussion.

III. SENSOR SYSTEM & DETECTION

METHODOLOGY

Our system’s overall design, focusing on the sensor in-

tegration, rotational capability and functional efficiency, as

well as the methodology describing its ability to detect

obstacles, required a thorough study and implementation in

order to befit the autonomous bicycles’ specifications.

A. Sensor System

Numerous modern autonomous vehicle design schemes

integrate various environment monitoring sensors and after-

wards combine the different measurement types using models

for sensor fusion. In contrast, we select a minimal sensor

system design and incorporate a single outdoor SICK LMS-

111 LiDAR of 270 ◦ Field of View (FoV). That is because,

based on bicycles’ long, narrow and light structure, the

integration of numerous, heavy sensors would be harmful to

the aforementioned advantageous characteristics. Moreover,

by adhering to one essential LiDAR, the autonomous bicy-

cle can remain a cost-effective, affordable ground vehicle.

Finally, since a high detection speed of dynamic obstacles

is a necessity, by avoiding time-consuming sensor fusion,

we are able to perform in real-time. Of course, the use of a

single LRS has disadvantages as well, since the sensor could

make detection errors, but based on modern sensor accuracy,

those errors could only be of too short duration to adversely

affect our system’s performance.

As seen in Fig. 1(a), the LRS, its rotating frame and the

corresponding motor are adjusted on the bicycle’s front, in

the place of the headlight, to monitor both the frontal and

lateral areas simultaneously, covering the largest possible

FoV without hindering the steering or being obstructed by

a rider. We design our sensor to rotate vertically while

providing horizontal scans of the environment. Applying a

more complex rotation pattern is infeasible in the limited

space on the body of the bicycle and would interfere with

the self-balance and steering control; therefore we avoid it.

To monitor the exact 3D rotation of our LRS, we attach

an XSens Attitude and Heading Reference System (AHRS)

below our sensor.

(a)
(b)

Fig. 1. (a) LiDAR mounting and rotation system design and (b) obstacle
detection scheme.

B. Detection Model

In our three-dimensional obstacle detection model, we

firstly create a 3D representation of the surrounding environ-

ment, by rotating our on-board 1D LRS, collecting all the

consecutive scans and combining them into a single Point

Cloud. Afterwards, we continue to segment the Point Cloud

into separate regions, with the first region to be isolated

being the road surface, using the SAmple Concensus (SAC)

methodology, as we will explain in the following sections.

The presence of liquid clusters is detected on the retrieved

ground surface point cloud. Finally, we perform further seg-

mentation of the remaining surrounding environment objects

into clusters according to their spatial definitions, in order

to complete the obstacle detection and provide the bounding

boxes of the areas the bicycle should avoid during navigation.

1) 3D Point Cloud Reconstruction: Although in recent

years, 3D LiDAR sensors are becoming more popular, the

cost of using such sensors still remains unapproachable for

everyday commercial use. We choose a much cheaper 1D

LiDAR in order to keep the overall cost of the autonomous

bicycle system low. The use of a 3D LRS is still possible

though, with the remaining parts of our methodology remain-

ing the same. Our SICK LiDAR has a scanning frequency of

fscan = 50Hz and we choose to have a period of Trot = 2sec
for a full up-down rotation, in order to get a relatively good

scan of the environment objects’ structure. We combine the

separate scans to create a Point Cloud representation of the

environment according to the pitch angle of the sensor θ and

the overall bicycle roll angle ϕ . The measurement of θ and

ϕ is provided by our AHRS, and transformation data about

the LRS’s rotation is provided at each instant. The scans

are combined using the Robot Operating System (ROS),

resulting in a Point Cloud of 54000 points.

After having managed to assemble our 3D Point Cloud that

also includes intensity/reflectivity information for each point,
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we include a stage of preprocessing to remove unnecessary

regions of the Point Cloud and reduce its size for faster

process. Thus, we create a Pass-through Filter to discard the

areas of the Point Cloud that are of no interest for obstacle

detection purposes. Given the range of our LRS being 20m,

we need to limit the data to be processed within a bounding

box of [xbound ×ybound ×zbound ] around the bicycle. In most of

our experiments we use a [20m×4m×1m] because the most

significant areas for obstacle detection reside in the front of

the bicycle, within its path and not higher than the height of

the bicycle.

2) Road Surface Liquid Detection: As explained earlier,

potentially dangerous regions of a detected road surface need

to be further classified, such as areas with liquids, especially

water. For vehicles like bicycles and akin inherently unstable

two-wheel vehicles, these regions should be avoided like

obstacles. In our work, we propose the utilization of the

Point Cloud data provided by our LRS, namely the Point

3D location information (XYZ) and the Point Reflectivi-

ty/Intensity information (I), to detect such areas. Following

our preprocessing, we proceed to extract the road surface

area, using the SAC method to isolate points that belong

to a plane, which is similar to RANSAC [5], in the way

that incoming points are classified as inliers or outliers of

a model, but this time the model is not random, but that

of a plane instead. As a classification criterion we use the

Surface Normals of the points, which are calculated within

each point’s neighborhood, and thus extract the plane inliers.

In order to detect liquids on the road surface point cloud,

we mainly use the Point Intensity and the Point Density

information. After observation, the Point Intensity around a

puddle of water differs greatly compared to its surroundings,

which can be used to detect the contour of the puddle. More-

over, we define the density of a Point Cloud neighborhood

around a point p as the total number n of neighbors pi of

point p within the neighborhood pn of radius rD around p.

Due to the LiDAR sensor structure however, both rotating 1D

LRS, like the SICK LiDAR, and 3D LRS, like the Velodyne

LiDAR, produce point clouds that have more points in closer

ranges and fewer points in further ranges. Therefore, in an

(r,ω) polar system, where r is the range and ω the bearing,

differences in point density over the r-direction are occurring

naturally and their significance is smaller than differences in

the direction perpendicular to r.

We suggest the usage of the Point Bilateral Density

Difference (BDD) that can be calculated as

Dr = nr,+−nr,−
Dr⊥ = nr⊥,+−nr⊥,−

⇒ Dp =

√
(wrDr)

2 +(wr⊥Dr⊥)2 (1)

where Dr, Dr⊥ are the partial Point BDDs in the direction of

range r and the perpendicular direction r⊥, respectively, n·,+
and n·,− are the numbers of neighboring points left and right,

respectively, of the point in that specific direction. w· is the

weight for the partial Point BDD in the respective direction.

As explained before, wr must be much smaller than wr⊥.

Since areas of water puddles do not contain any actual

point cloud data, because layers of water thicker than 1mm do

not reflect the light emitted by our LRS, we can use the Point

BDD to detect the contours of water puddles. Therefore,

through a combination of the surface point cloud’s Point

Intensity and Point BDD, we can detect the water puddles on

the surface by setting thresholds about these two metrics and

examining the clusters of points that meet these requirements.
3) 3D Obstacle Detection: After removing the road sur-

face, the remaining points belong only to obstacles sur-

rounding the bicycle, which need to be segmented even

further into separate areas. We achieve this by using a k-

dimensional tree (k-d tree) representation of the Point Cloud.

k-d trees are space-partitioning data structures, useful for

efficient searches [15]. Thus, we perform a search upon the

Point Cloud and find areas with points that are in close spa-

tial (Euclidean) proximity. Therefore, starting from random

points as the cluster cores, we separate points according to

the Euclidean distance from their neighbors, i.e. applying

Euclidean clustering, and finally attain the separate obstacles.

The results of our obstacle detection technique can be seen

comprehensively in Fig. 2, where a puddle of water and a

human are detected as obstacles in our bicycle’s path and

are marked with different colors in the visualization provided

by ROS’s Rviz. After segmenting the obstacle clusters, we

transfer information about their range, bearing, width and

height (for 3D obstacles) to the obstacle avoidance part.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) Original image of the obstacles and (b) Rviz result of
detected obstacle clusters upon the segmented road surface point cloud,
with information about the obstacle clusters annotated.

IV. PATH PLANNING & OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE

In this paper, a new method is designed for autonomous

bicycles to avoid detected obstacles. This method includes

two parts, namely the local path planning part and the path

following part. In the case of absence of obstacles, the

bicycle will follow the planned global reference path to its

destination. When obstacles are detected, a local path to

avoid them is planned and the bicycle will follow the new

local path circumventing the obstacles and get back to the o-

riginal global path afterwards. In our proposed methodology,

we only consider the case of static environment obstacles.

In addition, the following assumptions are made:

(1) Every obstacle has a circular shape, so its radius robs
is the half of its width wobs detected by the LiDAR.

(2) Since the LiDAR is mounted in the front of the bicycle

and the GPS above the rear wheel frame, the relationship
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between the LiDAR’s position (xL, yL) and the position

(xG, yG) measured by the GPS is as follows (see Fig. 2(a)):

xL= xG + lbike · cos(ψ)
yL = yG + lbike · sin(ψ)

(2)

where ψ is the bicycle’s current yaw angle. In the remainder

of this paper, the LiDAR’s position is equivalent to the

bicycle’s position.

(3) The detection algorithm in Section III obtains the ob-

stacle’s width wobs, bearing-local yaw angle ψobs and range-

distance to the bicycle dobs, thus, the global coordinates

of the detected obstacle can be calculated based on this

information (see Fig. 2(b)):

xobs= xL +dobs · cos(ψobs −ψ)
yobs = yL −dobs · sin(ψobs −ψ)

(3)

(4) The width of the bicycle should also be taken into

account. In order to consider the robot as a point to simplify

the problem, the width of the bicycle is added to the obstacle

radius, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) [14]. Therefore, the new

radius of the obstacle r′obs becomes:

r′obs=robs +
1

2
wbike + rth (4)

where rth is a constant coefficient, representing an additional

safety distance, in order to ensure the bicycle does not

approach the obstacles excessively.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. (a) The original obstacles and the bicycle (b) The adjusted obstacles
and bicycle models.

A. Local Path Planning

When an obstacle hinders the bicycle’s passage, the

most intuitive way to avoid it is by circumventing it. We

decompose the whole process into four phases. In every

phase, an easy to follow linear path is planned taking into

account the dynamic characteristics of the bicycle, including

5 key variables, namely the coordinates of the starting point

(xstart i, ystart i), and the terminal point (xterm i, yterm i), and

finally, the reference yaw angle ψr i, i = 0,1,2,3. Fig. 4

presents our entire strategy of local path planning.

1) PHASE 0: In Phase 0, no obstacles are detected by

the LiDAR, so the reference path is the predefined global

linear path, and the starting and terminal points are the global

starting and terminal points. The reference yaw angle is:

Fig. 4. Local path planning strategy

ψr 0= arcsin(
yterm 0 − ystart 0√

(yterm 0 − ystart 0)
2 +(xterm 0 − xstart 0)

2
)

(5)

When the LiDAR detects obstacles and some of them

coincide with the global path, the algorithm goes into Phase

1 (see Obstacle 1 in Fig. 4). To judge whether an obstacle

coincides with the reference path, we can calculate the

vertical distance dobs&path between the obstacle and the linear

path. If dobs&path ≤ r′obs, the obstacle coincides with the path.

2) PHASE 1: The obstacles coinciding with the current

reference path are named ’dangerous obstacles’. Among

them, the closest one to the bicycle is called ’the most

dangerous obstacle’. Fig. 5 visually represents different kinds

of obstacles. After finding ’the most dangerous obstacle’, if

the distance between it and the bicycle is shorter than the safe

distance, the avoidance path is designed, and the bicycle will

begin to avoid the obstacle. The starting point Pstart 1 of the

path is the bicycle’s current position (xL, yL). Since the shape

of the obstacle is assumed to be circular, the four vertices of

its circumscribing square are used as the terminal point of

the path, ensuring the bicycle can avoid the obstacle.

Fig. 5. Different kinds of obstacles

In Fig. 4, we can see the four vertices of the obstacle

PL1,PL2,PR1,PR2. PL1PL2 is parallel to the global reference

path. In Phase 1, the terminal point Pterm 1 is either PL1 or

PR1 depending on whether the avoidance direction is left or

right. There are two factors that need to be considered to

decide the avoidance direction, which are the side of the
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bicycle on which the obstacle lies and the roll direction of

the bicycle at the given time instant. As illustrated in Fig. 4,

the lateral distance between the obstacle and the bicycle is:

dobs v=
tan(ψ) · xobs − yobs + yL − tan(ψ) · xL√

1+ tan(ψ)2
(6)

If dobs v > kn · r′obs, the avoidance direction is left, whereas

if dobs v <−kn ·r′obs, it is right. kn is a constant coefficient and

0 ≤ kn ≤ 1. In these two cases the side on which the obstacle

lies is more important. If |dobs v|< kn · r′obs, the bicycle’s roll

direction decides the avoidance direction. If the bicycle is

tilted to the left, then we let it turn left to avoid the obstacle

and vice versa. This approach can avoid large steering and

make the bicycle more stable. The reference yaw angle is

calculated as follows:

ψr 1=arctan(
yterm 1 − yL

xterm 1 − xL
)+ψr 0 (7)

When the bicycle approaches Pterm 1, the algorithm goes into

Phase 2.

3) PHASE 2: In phase 2, the bicycle will drive along one

side of the ’the most dangerous obstacle’ found in Phase 1.

Therefore, the starting point Pstart 2 of the planned path is the

terminal point Pterm 1 of Phase 1. The terminal point Pterm 2

is either PL2 or PR2 depending on the avoidance direction in

Phase 1. The reference yaw angle ψr 2=ψr 0.

If the LiDAR detects other obstacles and there are ’danger-

ous obstacles’ among them during this phase (see Obstacle

2 in Fig. 4), the algorithm goes back to Phase 1 to avoid the

new ’the most dangerous obstacle’. If the bicycle approach-

es Pterm 2 without detecting any ’dangerous obstacles’, the

algorithm goes into Phase 3.

4) PHASE 3: After Phase 2, the bicycle has completely

avoided ’the most dangerous obstacle’, so it should go back

to the global reference path. The starting point Pstart 3 of the

path is the bicycle’s current position (xL, yL). The reference

yaw angle ψr 3=ψr 0 ±ψa depends on the avoidance direc-

tion in Phase 1. ψa is a constant coefficient. The terminal

point Pterm 3 is the intersection of the local reference path

and the global reference path.

If the LiDAR detects new obstacles coinciding with the

current local path or the global reference path during this

phase (see Obstacle 3 in Fig. 4), the algorithm goes back to

Phase 1. If the bicycle approaches Pterm 3 without detecting

any ’dangerous obstacles’, the algorithm goes into Phase 0,

where the bicycle restarts following the global reference path.

B. PATH FOLLOWING

At each time instant, the local path planning algorithm cal-

culates the coordinates of the starting point (xstart i, ystart i),
the terminal point (xterm i, yterm i) of the current planned

linear path and the current reference yaw angle ψr i.

Fig. 6 explains the path following strategy. We provide the

distance deviation Δd, yaw angle ψ and their differential

values Δḋ and ψ̇ as feedback, and thus, when following the

planned linear path, the control law is as follows:

Fig. 6. Path following strategy

ϕd = wyaw(kp yaw ·Δψ + kd yaw · ψ̇)
+wdist(kp dist ·Δd + kd dist ·Δḋ)

(8)

where wyaw and wdist are weights of the yaw angle and

distance deviation, which must satisfy: wyaw+wdist=1.

C. SIMULATION RESULT

Fig. 7. Simulation system structure

Fig. 7 illustrates the structure of the entire simulation

system. The bicycle dynamics and balance control algorithm

can be seen in [16], and the bicycle kinematics in [17].

In the simulation, the bicycle’s velocity is set to be

constant, which is 2 m/s. Fig. 8 shows the simulation result,

where the planned local path can avoid all the dangerous

obstacles and the bicycle can follow the reference path ac-

curately to its destination, supporting the good performance

of our methodology.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8. (a) The actual path of the bicycle (b) The key state variables of
the bicycle.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP & RESULTS

Based on the autonomous bicycle prototype designed and

built by our Robot Control Laboratory, seen in Fig. 9(a), our

system consists of an Intel NUC for the implementation of

our obstacle detection algorithm, receiving and analyzing the

LiDAR scans over ROS. The motors and their corresponding

actuators are controlled by a Compact RIO (cRio), which

ensures the self-stabilization and the obstacle avoidance. An

MTi-300 AHRS for measuring the bicycle roll rotation ϕ ,
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9. (a) The implemented autonomous bicycle and (b) our experimental
venue for obstacle detection and avoidance.

yaw rotation ψ and the LRS tilt θ , and a differential GPS

for positioning are also integrated.

Given the above configuration, we test our system’s ad-

vantageous behavior on a running track to provide a semi-

controlled environment. Our bicycle moves in a linear course

with an average speed of 2.2m/s and the LRS rotates with

a tilt angle range of 40deg to create the 3D point cloud. For

our experiment, we use a puddle of water and a human as the

two kinds of obstacles to avoid, as can be seen in Fig. 9(b).

The experiment results are shown in Fig. 10. The bicycle is

able to detect the water puddle and the people coinciding

with the reference path and avoid them successfully, which

suggests that the obstacle detection and avoidance method

proposed in this paper is effective.

Fig. 10. Obstacle detection and avoidance experiment result

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have introduced our autonomous bicycle

prototype and its novel obstacle detection and avoidance

methodology. More specifically, we described our sensor

system, particularly designed to comply with the bicycle’s

requirements, and our obstacle detection technique that relies

on the segmentation of the surrounding environment 3D

point cloud into different obstacles on the bicycle’s path

along with a method for detecting areas with liquid on

the road surface. Furthermore, we analyzed our obstacle

avoidance methodology that comprises local path planning

and path following in order to circumvent the closest obstacle

on the bicycle’s predefined course. Finally, we tested our

autonomous bicycle system’s performance on an outdoors

running track and verified its reliable behavior.

Despite the promising behavior of our system, there are

several ways to improve our obstacle detection and avoidance

methodology. As observed during our experiments, there is a

significant delay inserted by the 3D reconstruction technique,

so using a 3D LRS or a faster 3D reconstruction approach

could be examined. In addition, our modeling only takes

into account a bicycle moving at a constant speed within an

environment of static obstacles. Future research should focus

on more complex obstacle avoidance techniques, tackling the

varying bicycle velocity and dynamic environment problem.
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